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Fill in the blanks:

1. ____________ loud call sounds like a human laughter.
2. A ____________ makes its nest by weaving leaves, grass and twigs.
3. ____________ and ____________ produce sound that are very musical to hear.
4. ____________ imitate human sound.
5. ____________ and ____________ make no sound at all.
6. ____________ is the largest bird in the world.
7. ____________ birds move from colder places to warmer places in search of food and shelter.
8. ____________ and ____________ are water birds.
9. ____________ is a bird that cannot fly.
10. Feather’s cover the birds body, keep it ____________ and ____________

Choose the correct option:

11. birds have ____________ on their body
   a) Scales, b) feathers c) arms
12. ____________ a singing bird.
    a) cuckoo b) duck c) woodpecker
13. the eagle eats ____________ of other smaller animals
    a) seeds b) grains c) flesh
14. woodpecker is a ____________
    a) animal b) bird c) snake
15. birds make nests to lay eggs and to protect their ____________
    a) friends b) young ones c) elders

Match the following:

16. peacock a) to fly
17. pigeon b) water bird
18. eagle b) grains
19. sparrow c) flesh
20. pelican d) seeds
21. nightingale e) insects
22. flight feathers f) musical sound
23. swan g) no sound
Give one example for following:-

a) Migratory bird.
b) Singing bird
c) Smallest bird
d) Largest bird
e) Water bird

Answer the following questions:-

24. What type of sounds do birds make?
25. What are migratory birds?
26. Why does a bird make its nest?
27. How do the feathers help the birds?
28. Write the names of the birds that you see in your area.
29. Write the names of five birds that cannot
30. Color the picture of the bird and mark the beak, feathers, claws, wing and tail
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